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Arbitration clauses have a long history and pernicious effect on ordinary citizens’ 
and consumers’ right to a day in court. Steven Brill takes us on a whirlwind tour of 
the rise and staying power of these clauses in America.   

 

Dear Readers, 

Welcome to the June edition of the Civil Jury Project’s monthly 
newsletter.  In recognition of Juror Appreciation Week in May, the Civil 
Jury Project continued to organize Jury Improvement Lunches around the 
country. After hosting successful Jury Improvement Lunches in Baltimore, 
Cleveland, and Columbus at the end of April, we continued this momen-
tum. The Civil Jury Project hosted our third lunch in Dallas and fifth lunch 
in Houston, Texas. Each of these lunches was well received by the attor-
neys, judges, and jurors in attendance. Later this month we are planning a 
second Jury Improvement Lunch in Seattle after a fantastic turnout the 
first time around.   

In mid-May I also had the privilege of delivering a speech on the 
disappearance of civil jury trials to the Eighth Judicial District Conference. 
Judge Brendan J. Sheehan of the Cuyahoga County Common Pleas Court 
wrote a summary of this event, which we are enclosing with this month’s 
newsletter. We hope you find it as informative as our audience in Cleve-
land did.  
     Thank you for your continued support of the Civil Jury Project. You can 
find a full and updated outline of our status of projects on our website. In 
addition, we welcome op-ed proposals or full article drafts for inclusion in 
upcoming newsletters and on our website either by email or here. 
 
Sincerely, 
Stephen D. Susman 

 

 

 
 
 
6.22  Jury Improvement 

Lunch; Seattle, WA 
 
9.5  Jury Improvement 

Lunch; Las Vegas, NV 
 
9.6  Jury Improvement 

Lunch; Oklahoma City, 
OK 

 
9.7 Jury Improvement  
 Lunch; Miami, FL 
 
10.3  Jury Improvement 

Lunch; Los Angeles, CA 
 
10.4 Jury Improvement 

Lunch; Tucson, AZ 
 
10.23 Jury Improvement 

Lunch; New York, NY 
 

 

 

Find out more on pg. 5 

A Sneak Peek: Steven Brill’s Critique of Arbitration Clauses   

http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/status-of-projects/
http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/commentary/
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The Value of Lawyer-Conducted Voir Dire 

By Mark W. Bennett 

 On May 7, 2018, I presided over a 6-
day jury trial in Fargo, North Dakota, as a vis-
iting judge, where the race (Black) of a party 
was highly salient in the case. I correctly an-
ticipated an all-White venire. Because many 
of my trials, in Iowa, involve persons of color 
as a party, I pride myself in my ability to dis-
cuss race with prospective jurors. I address 
the issue head-on with a variety of open-
ended questions rather than taking the os-
trich approach of many trial judges. In fact, I 
was the first trial court judge in the country 
to discuss implicit bias with jurors, play a 
video that introduces the topic, and give jury 
instructions on it.   

The prospective jury panel was ex-
ceptionally attentive. Not a single potential 
juror thought it would be too burdensome to 
serve. I never want jurors who do not wish to 
be on the jury to serve, so I give them several 
paths to be excused. None accepted. After 
extensive, open-ended questions by me about 
the race issue, there was neither a hint nor a 
whiff that any potential jurors could not be 
fair. 

Then the lawyers took over. Good, 
solid, experienced North Dakota trial law-
yers. There was nothing unusual about their 
questioning, no secret sauce question to fer-
ret out potential racial bias. But that is exact-
ly what they did. Largely re-plowing ground 
that I had already covered, we lost ten jurors 
during questioning by both sides – all be-
cause of expressed juror concerns about the 
ability to be fair to a Black party. The lawyers 
and I could tell these were not folks trying to 
get out of serving their country as jurors, but 
honestly struggling with their own feelings. 
All were excused by agreement between me 
and the lawyers.  

For reasons I do not understand and perhaps 
never will, the potential jurors were freer in 
disclosing their concerns to the lawyers than 
to me. Perhaps I planted some seeds for them 
to percolate on as the all-day jury selection* 
proceeded or perhaps I am delusional in tak-
ing any of the credit.  

 

During my over four decades career in 
the legal profession, I have always been a huge 
believer in lawyer-conducted voir dire in addi-
tion to questions by the trial judge. It is the law-
yers’ case, and a judge can never know a case 
better than the lawyers, even relatively inept 
ones. In my 24 years as a district court judge, 
presiding over jury trials in 6 different jurisdic-
tions spanning the Northern District of the Mar-
iana Islands to the Middle District of Florida, I 
have never found a lawyer to abuse the oppor-
tunity to question prospective jurors. I encour-
age trial judges to trust lawyers and promote 
lawyer-conducted voir dire.  

On a related note, I have been experi-
menting with an idea I learned from United 
States District Court Judge Tom Marten in Wich-
ita, Kansas. A brilliant innovator, he has de-
manded that the lawyers give their opening 
statements to the entire jury venire prior to jury 
selection for decades. I introduced this amazing 
innovation in two recent cases and the lawyers 
loved it. In both cases we were able to ferret out 
bias in jurors that never would have come to 
light without opening statements being given 
prior to voir dire. More kudos to my friend, 
Judge Marten.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

* Jury selection took all day due to the absence 
of a thorough questionnaire for the prospective 
jurors. In my home district, we use a seven-page 
questionnaire that all potential jurors fill out 
weeks before trial and our Clerk’s Office pro-
vides these to the lawyers a week in advance of 
trial. The questionnaire encompasses all rele-
vant biographical information about the pro-
spective juror and his/her family, as well as 
questions about favorite magazines, radio, TV, 
frequented internet websites, and participation 
in organizations, to name a few. 

Mark W. Bennett is in 
his 24th year as a U.S. 
District Judge in the 
Northern District of 
Iowa. 
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attorneys away from other consulting services 

aren't present with the survey: They're not typically 

high dollar, usually don't involve long-term plan-

ning and advance notice, and rarely take much if 

any time from the attorneys. But they can be enor-

mously useful in choosing your trial venue, as-

sessing knowledge or attitudes regarding your case, 

providing a baseline for focus group or mock trial 

research, and in developing questioning strategy 

for voir dire.  

Conducting a Community Attitude Survey: 

Four Steps 

Actually conducting the survey takes four steps, 

each one of them aided by the involvement of a 

social science researcher. 

One, Know What You’re Researching 

That means developing research questions in 

advance. The point isn’t to just broadly know 

the community — chances are good that an 

experienced local counsel already knows their 

community. Rather, the goal is to look at the 

specific case issues and decide what uncer-

tainties attach to this particular scenario. For 

example, in a construction case, you might 

want to survey on questions like these: 

How common are positive and negative expe-

riences with contractors?  

Who is generally seen as having more con-

trol over a project: the general contractor or 

the subcontractors?  

How much awareness is there over the project 

at issue, and have people formed opinions?  

Two, Develop Fair and Effective Questions 

I might be unusual in one way: Whenever I’m 

at home and I get a call asking if I want to 

take a survey, I always say “Yes,” because I 

A Case for Reason-
able Time Limits 

 
By Judge Richard G. Stearns 

 

Reduce Uncertainty by Taking your Trial Venue’s 
Temperature:  

The Role of a Community Attitude Survey 

One reason trial by jury is 

falling out of favor in civil 

disputes is that parties and 

counsel treat it like the ul-

timate mystery, and this 

uncertainty makes the alternate ways to resolve the 

dispute look a lot safer. The jury is sometimes con-

sidered a “black box,” and the phrase “A jury can 

do anything,” is often on counsel’s lips as expecta-

tions with clients are being set. That can be a little 

off-putting, and of course, that is often the point: 

The client who sees a big verdict in their favor as a 

sure thing, probably does need that reality adjust-

ment. At the same time, treating a jury trial as if it 

is casting a pair of dice into the unknown is proba-

bly overselling the uncertainty.  

Ultimately, jurors are not really that unpredictable. 

After all, a jury doesn’t just come out of nowhere. 

They come from the community. Understanding 

that community -- the local attitudes and experi-

ences as they relate to the issues at play in your 

particular case -- is an important uncertainty re-

duction strategy. Client, counsel, and consultants 

are better armed with the aid of a relatively simple 

and low-cost tool: a community attitude survey 

conducted prior to jury selection. 

Conducting a community attitude survey means 

using telephonic or online polling within the juror-

eligible population in your trial venue to discover 

and use the particular attitudes and beliefs that 

characterize your venue. Unlike the special pur-

pose surveys associated with a change of venue 

motion, community attitude surveys are conducted 

with an eye toward remaining protected work 

product which is used to inform the attorney's 

strategy for trial. Many of the barriers that can pull 

 
By Ken Broda-Bahm  
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want to hear how they frame the questions. 

And increasingly, I’ve noticed questions 

structured like this: “If you learned that 

Senator Schlum had sacrificed his own il-

legitimate children in a Satanic ritual, 

how would that influence your support for 

Senator Schlum?” That’s an exaggeration, 

but the use of questionnaires 

to influence rather than just measure public 

opinion, the so called “push poll,” has be-

come a lot more common. Litigators, who 

are used to influencing and often adapt a 

more subtle version of that approach in 

their oral voir dire, can drift into that ap-

proach. That is another reason why ques-

tions should be drafted by an experienced 

public opinion researcher, and should be 

fair with no “push” one way or the other. 

Ultimately, you want questions that are 

neutral enough that they could be included 

in a draft supplemental juror questionnaire 

submitted to the court for use in voir dire. 

Three, Sample the Venue 

The next step is to work with a market re-

search company to run your survey on a 

sample drawn from the community. How 

big a sample? Generally not as much as we 

would use if we were trying to predict the 

next presidential election, but it should 

be large enough to draw some statistically 

significant and meaningful associations. 

Around 300 respondents is typical for our 

group. There are two other additional con-

siderations. One is that it matters how the 

sample is selected. An “opt-in” sample is 

not going to be representative: You want 

people who are contacted and agree rather 

than people who contact your recruiter and 

volunteer. A sample randomly drawn from 

the population (that is, not part of a pool 

that gets paid to take surveys) is vastly su-

perior, and probably a precondition to be-

ing able to make reliable generalizations 

from the sample. The second consideration 

is that you don’t want to risk tainting the 

eventual jury pool: If the summons have 

already gone out, screen potential respond-

ents to exclude those who have received a 

summons for jury duty. If they have not, 

then make clear at the end of the survey 

that if they are called for jury duty and if 

they are questioned on issues having to do 

with the survey questions, they should 

share their experience as a part of the sur-

vey during voir dire. 

Four, Understand and Apply the Results 

When you get the results back, it is going to 

be a lot of tables and charts. It is purely de-

scriptive and will be purely useless unless it 

is analyzed and applied. Remember at this 

stage that your goal is not to just understand 

the playing field. Rather your goal is to re-

duce uncertainty as you prepare for trial. If 

you have designed the survey well, you 

should be able to treat some answers as in-

dicating a person who would be higher or 

lower risk for you at trial. With those ques-

tions treated as “dependent variables,” you 

can next ask which “independent variables” 

work best in identifying the favorable or 

unfavorable potential jurors. In other 

words, if respondents reacted to a short 

thumbnail of your case scenario, you can 

analyze the data to look at the experiences 

or attitudes that are statistically associated 

with that response, and you can use that in 

voir dire. 

When preparing your case, knowledge is power. 

A community attitude survey is a good way to 

get that power, and ultimately to make your 

eventual jury much more knowable. Of course, 

it will never be perfectly predictable, but then 

again, neither are any of the alternatives to a ju-

ry. When it is accompanied by a thorough and 

honest attempt to understand and adapt to the 

community, persuading a jury becomes a lot 

more controlled than a roll of the dice. 

An earlier version of this article was published 

in Persuasion Strategies' blog, Persuasive Liti-

gator (www.persuasivelitigator.com) 

 Dr. Ken Broda-Bahm is a Sen-
ior Litigation Consultant for 
Persuasion Strategies, a ser-
vice of Holland & Hart, based 
in Denver, Colorado.  
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Anna Offit is a re-
search fellow at the 

Given the composition of the cur-
rent Supreme Court, its recent 5-4 deci-
sion  in Epic Systems Corp. v. Lewis, up-
holding arbitration clauses in employ-
ment contracts comes as no surprise.  Co-
incidentally, in his  book, Tailspin: The 
People and Forces Behind America's Fif-
ty-Year Fall-and Those Fighting to Re-
verse It, written before that decision, Ste-
ven Brill gives a riveting account of the 
rise—and perils—or arbitration clauses 
in the early 20th century through the pre-
sent.    

Had it been published at the time 
Justice Ginsberg wrote her dissent in Epic, 
she would likely have cited to it.     He 
opens this discussion by noting the feder-
al rule changes in 1966 that made class 
action suits easier to bring at a time when 
there was public concern about the rights 
of consumers, customers, and product 
safety. A goal of these reforms, Brill ex-
plains, was to create an incentive for 
plaintiffs’ lawyers to bring such cases, 
thus democratizing the civil legal system.  

More class actions, however, 
meant greater abuse of class actions. Cor-
porations were particularly vulnerable to 
frivolous suits— often preferring to settle 
bogus claims rather than risk bad press or 
unpredictable awards by juries. Corpo-
rate backlash against these suits was 
swift and aggressive.  

 

  

 
A series of reforms were passed across 
the country that made it easier, for exam-
ple, to move class actions from state to 
federal courts.  

Significantly, in 1999, Brill de-
scribes the consortium of lawyers that 
convened to kill off class actions for good. 
How would they do this? By including 
boilerplate arbitration clauses in con-
tracts that were signed by millions of av-
erage consumers every day. This included 
contracts signed by people who opened 
bank accounts, bought cell phones, and 
used credit cards. In addition to signing 
away their right to a day in court, con-
sumers would unwittingly forfeit their 
ability to participate in class actions, too. 

By 2008, arbitration clauses could 
be found in most standard employment 
agreements and consumer contracts alike. 
This included arbitration clauses that 
Wells Fargo put into the contracts of those 
opening bank accounts in 2016. 

 
Hot Off the Press:  

Steven Brill on the  
History and Horrors of 

Arbitration Clauses 
 
 

By Anna Offit  

 
 

By  Anna Offit 
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New Advisors  
Spotlight 

 

Hon. Laurel Beatty Blunt 
 Franklin County Court of 

Common Pleas, Oklahoma 

Hon. Karen Friedman 
 Baltimore City Circuit 
Court, 8th Judicial Circuit 
The conceit of this 
opinion—and trend—, 
of course, was that 
consumers knew what 
they were getting 
themselves into. Brill 
argues that this is pre-
posterous. Americans 
are not in the habit of 
reading the fine print. 
They do not pause to 
study legalese when 
buying presents online 
or renting cars. Fur-
thermore, holding citi-
zens to arbitration 
clauses can have out-
rageous effects. In the 
employment context, 
for example, they can 
prohibit workers from 
bringing suits in re-
sponse to discrimina-
tion. The enforcement 
of these clauses, Brill 
explains, undermines 
the accessibility of civil 
courts for all.  

 

Though Wells Fargo customers 
had discovered that fraudulent 
accounts had been opened with-
out their knowledge, a federal 
court still ruled that the bank’s 
arbitration clause was enforcea-
ble. The court went so far as to 
require that the plaintiffs’ dispute 
about the applicability of the 
clause be resolved by arbitration, 
too.  

The conceit of this opin-
ion—and trend—, of course, was 
that consumers knew what they 
were getting themselves into. Brill 
argues that this is preposterous. 
Americans are not in the habit of 
reading the fine print. They do not 
pause to study legalese when buy-
ing presents online or renting 
cars. Furthermore, holding citi-
zens to arbitration clauses can 
have outrageous effects. In the 
employment context, for example, 
they can prohibit workers from 
bringing suits in response to dis-
crimination. The enforcement of 
these clauses, Brill explains, un-
dermines the accessibility of civil 
courts for all.  

Despite the efforts of con-
sumer groups and others to infuse 
the fight against arbitration claus-
es with populist sentiment, bank-
ing industry lobbyists have con-
tinued to prevail. Most recently, 
on October 23, 2017, the House 
and Senate voted to repeal the 
consumer protection bureau’s 
forced arbitration clause prohibi-
tion. 

 

Here, as in many of the other exam-
ples Brill cites in his book, courts 
have allowed arbitration clauses to 
“un-level the playing field” in favor 
of corporate defendants by exploit-
ing concern about overly litigious 
plaintiffs’ lawyers. “[M]oats have 
been dug even around America’s 
treasured courthouses,” Brill con-
tends, “to protect those with pow-
er.” Tailspin takes readers on a tour 
of this (and other) features of the 
legal and political landscape that 
systematically undermine the au-
tonomy of average citizens— in-
cluding the laypeople we summon 
to sit on juries.  

 

Anna Offit is a Research 
Fellow at the Civil Jury 
Project 

Hon. Richard Frye 

 Franklin County Common 
Pleas Court, Ohio 

Hon. Wanda Keyes 
Heard 

Baltimore City Circuit 
Court, 8th Judicial Circuit 

http://blogs.uakron.edu/judicialvotescount/files/2016/02/Richard-Frye.jpg
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The Civil Jury Project looks forward to continuing its efforts throughout 

2018 with the following objectives: 
 

• Continue our efforts to enlist and involve judicial, academic, and practi-
tioner advisors around the country 

• Identify and study those judges who are trying the most jury cases, en-
deavoring to understand their techniques  

• Develop plain language pattern jury instructions  

• Encourage public discussion and debates about the pros and cons of 
public dispute resolution, particularly through the use of social and 
traditional media 
 

 

This is a sampling of our objectives for the coming year. A comprehensive 
list is available on our website, here.  

  

Status of Project: Spring 2018 

Thank you for your involvement in this important project. By 
working together we can reach a better understanding of how 

America’s juries work and how they can be improved. 

Contact Information 

Richard Jolly  
Research Fellow 

Kaitlin Villanueva 
Admin. Assistant 

Samuel Issacharoff 
Faculty Director 

Stephen Susman 
Executive Director 

A Preview of Next Month . . .  

Anna Offit  
Research Fellow 

President of the Dallas Bar Association, Michael K. 
Hurst, discusses the urgent need to halt the de-
cline of jury trials. 

Judge Amy J. St. Eve and attorney Gretchen 
Scavo give an overview of their recent law 
review article, “What Juries Really Think: 
Practical Guidance for Trial Lawyers.” 

http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/status-of-projects/
https://twitter.com/JuryMatters
https://www.facebook.com/JuryMatters/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-nEjeqBYvPjKaFrOwRarGw
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8590280
https://www.instagram.com/nyu_civil_jury_project/

